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What is 
Universal 
Design?



• Universal Design is the design and
composition of an environment so 
that it can be accessed, understood 
and used to the greatest extent 
possible by all people regardless of 
their age, size, ability or disability.



Universal 
Design for 
Learning



How do you like to learn?

Objective: at the end of 
the discussion you will 

define UDL.

Choose one of the three 
options:

Group A: Watch a Video
defining UDL (choose if 
you like to watch and 
hear about a topic)

Group B: Read an article
defining UDL (choose if 

you like to read)

Group C: Use your 
phones and 'google it'

(google UDL)



Group Discussion

Gather background 
information on the 

topic

Break into 
new groups

Write a group 
definition of 

UDL



Completing a Task

• WHY are you doing it?

• WHAT tools or information do you need?

• HOW do you do it?



This is your brain

• Brain is made up of interconnected 
networks of localized neurons

• Combinations of different networks 
are needed for different types of tasks.

• Activation and flexibility of multiple 
neural networks for complex tasks may 
indicate better learning
• (Bassett et al., 2011)



3 Core Principles of UDL



Adopting UDL 
in the 

classroom



Pilot Project

• English for Academic Purposes (EAP) Class

• Intermediate level (CEFR B2/ CLB7)

• Reading and Writing class

• 12 students (Chinese and Japanese)

• 10 week course

• Course Aims: Develop reading and writing skills

• Essay/ report writing

• Research

• Critical reading: academic texts, novel



Approach to the design in EAP

Curriculum design –
focused on goals

Engagement – considered 
throughout by adding as 

many choices as possible; 
involve students in process

Representation –
introduction of topics 

including units and 
components like grammar 

using at least three options

Expression - designed 
assessment options;free 

choice



• Student need for routine vs spontaneity; 
individual vs group

• Design extrinsic environment to support 
motivation

• Students also need intrinsic abilities to 
regulate their own motivations

• Student responsibility - goal setting; options; 
interactivity;

WHY?

Multiple Means of 
Engagement



Examples: 
Engagement

Provided lecture notes for students to annotate

Break assignments into smaller components

Frequent small assessments; feedback on practice 
and final product

Choice of seating arrangements

Choices of content and tools to ensure learning is 
meaningful and engaging

Scaffolding opportunities as desired by the student

Choice of learning context – individual, paired, small 
group assessments 



Multiple Means of 
Representation

• Provide a wide-range of perspectives 
and choices

• Access background knowledge in a 
variety of ways

• Consider vocabulary – preview and use 
multiple methods for study

• Consider the physical properties when 
you present information – colours, size, 
modality

WHAT?



Example: 
Topic 

Introduction

• Reading Options

• “Family – Role Models” – paper copy

• “The Hero’s Journey” – Newsela

• “Yul Kwon, From Bullying Target to Reality TV Star” –
CommonLit

• Video Options

• ‘What makes a Hero’ – reading and music

• ‘The Heroes Journey – talking and text

• ‘What Makes a Hero?’ – visual only

• ‘Definition of a Hero’ – student’s talking

• Research Option

• Google definitions of role models, heroes,

• Role models vs heroes.

Observations

• Deeper 
discussion

• More 
authentic



Multiple Means of 
Expression
• Strategic, goal-directed learners

• Variety of assessment types

• Must meet goal of assessment – essays –
topic, feedback choices

• Teaching strategies - goal setting

• Final assessment must demonstrate that 
they have achieved outcomes

HOW?



Example: 
Vocabulary 
Assessment 

Choices

Write the standard quiz.

Write a story or draw a cartoon using ten of the 
words correctly .

Power point explaining ten words.

Record a speech using ten words; or present the 
speech in class. 

Skit using at least ten words.

Make a quiz (using all words) and answer key.



PPT slide on 
Vocabulary



Vocabulary 
words 
speech

• Good morning, everyone. Today, I would like to 
introduce a famous book about dystopia, which 
was named Fahrenheit 451 and was written by 
Ray Bradbury. In this novel, the protagonist was 
a fireman. However, there were many 
extraordinary criteria for being a fireman...



Unit 
Assessment



Timeline 
Plot 

Summary



Cartoon–
Plot 

Summary



http://castprofessionallearning.org/
wp-content/uploads/2014/05/UDL-
Guidelines-2014.pdf

http://www.udlcenter.org/implementation/examples

http://castprofessionallearning.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/UDL-Guidelines-2014.pdf
http://www.udlcenter.org/implementation/examples




Approach in Content 
Courses

• EDUC 4863: Acquisition of Language 

• Content-based credit course in 
School of Education

• Part of TESOL Certificate Program



Adopting UDL in TESOL

1. Outline all course aims

2. List learning outcomes for 
each lesson

3. Brainstorm how three core 
principles could be addressed 
through each aim/ outcome
• How will I keep students engaged 

and on track?
• How will I teach/students learn 

this?
• How will students demonstrate 

their knowledge?



Aim: Explore one theory of SLA

• Outcomes:

• Summarize principles behind theory

• Evaluate how the theory explains observable 
phenomena of SLA

• Critique the strengths and weaknesses of the 
theory

• Outline research based on this theory

• Generalize classroom applications of this theory

• Define "learner success" based on this theory

Multiple means of engagement and 
representation
• Group or solo
• Own choice topic (within range)
• Own choice format
• Marked on demonstration of outcomes



UDL in Action

Learning Outcome: 
Demonstrate understanding 
of one core principle of UDL

• Multiple means of 
engagement(Why?)

• Multiple means of 
representation(What?)

• Multiple means of action and 
expression (How?)

Choices:

• Post an Instagram picture of 
the principle in action

• Write a tweet

• Draw stick people in action

• Your choice



Challenges and 
Considerations

• Second language learners needed more 
direction in several areas

• How to choose an assessment - dice

• Guidelines for each assessment – what 
is a skit?

• Choices need to suit the objectives
• e.g. if the goal is writing an essay 

then choices would be on topics...

• Time consuming for instructor to 
create/ support/ mark
• Marking, rubrics

• EAP program – many assessments

• How do we define/measure success?



Should we bother?

• Accommodation of students' different learning needs and 
styles.

• Develop next-generation skills (Novak, 2016, p. 85)

• Core skills, critical thinking, creativity, innovation, 
collaboration, flexibility, adaptability, digital literacy...

• Greater overall student success?

• Improves learning process, but not necessarily 
educational outcomes (Capp, 2017, p. 791)



Conclusion

UDL practices offer:

• Diversity which meets the needs of the 
maximum number of learners;

• Opportunities for all students to 
show knowledge and skills;

• Student engagement and involvement in the 
process;

• Learning should continue to be challenging and 
filled with 'desirable difficulties' (Bjork & Bjork, 
2011)

• Recognition that all students are individuals 
with different skills, learning styles, experiences 
and learning preferences



Activity –
Paired Activity

• Think about your own 
setting. Pick three things 
you can change 
immediately to reflect 
UDL principles

• 1 engagement

• 1 materials

• 1 assessment

• Share with your partner

Practical 
Application



This is your 
brain on UDL.

Any questions?



Resources

• Websites
• http://accessproject.colostate.edu/udl/
• http://www.cast.org/
• http://www.udlcenter.org/implementation/examples

• Materials:
• Guidelines: http://castprofessionallearning.org/wp-

content/uploads/2014/05/UDL-Guidelines-2014.pdf
• Template: http://www.udlcenter.org/sites/udlcenter.org/files/UDL%20DIY%20

Figure.pdf
• Reading: https://accessproject.colostate.edu/udl/modules/udl_introduction/

udl_concise_intro.pdf
• Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDvKnY0g6e4

http://accessproject.colostate.edu/udl/
http://www.cast.org/
http://Handouhttp:/castprofessionallearning.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/UDL-Guidelines-2014.pdf
http://www.udlcenter.org/sites/udlcenter.org/files/UDL DIY Figure.pdf
https://accessproject.colostate.edu/udl/modules/udl_introduction/udl_concise_intro.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDvKnY0g6e4
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